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The Wright Stuff
Years ago, Bob Wright envisioned a place where people living with
illness or disease could go to find answers to their troubles. A place
that replaced fear with comfort; despair with hope. A vision that is
coming to fruition, and soon will be situated on over 100 acres of
pristine land bordered by the Pilchuck River in Snohomish,
Washington.

The home of the AACI World Campus.
This is the world’s first all-encompassing campus for restorative health.
Broad-based staff from a number of disciplines include: medical
doctors, biological dentistry, chiropractic, naturopathy, clinical
nutrition, homeopathy, hypnotherapy, Chinese medicine, herbal
science, physical and massage therapy, iridology, and many others.
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As a professional Health Coach, Bob’s work touches the lives of
children. We continue to prioritize children focused programs, creating
immediate and lasting change in the health and well-being of the
world’s children; protecting them from illness, disease, and disability
before it starts, and equipping them with tools for recovery after
diagnosis; giving children the opportunity to spend their childhood
HEALTHY!
The AACI equips the people we help with tools to help themselves.
Expecting and appreciating the best out of human nature, we encourage
people to invest in their future through their health. We believe taking
control over one’s own health is the first step in regaining community
health.
The world has been waiting for this change, and needs our help NOW!
People who are sick today may not get a second chance. If we wait to
implement our knowledge, those who are currently sick may miss the
opportunity to be healed. Help us change their destiny. Help us forever
change families through the lifelong gift of restored health.
Together, we can make this vision come alive TODAY! As the vision
of our founder is grand in scale; so too, is our urgent call for donations.
We are actively seeking tax-deductible donations to continue the daily
work of helping people who are living with chronic illness and disease.
People who are desperate for answers. People who can’t wait.
Today is an opportunity for you to dramatically touch a life whose
tomorrow is uncertain.
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From all of us at the AACI, we thank you for your donation and
commitment to ensure that every person who needs us receives the best
chance at a healthy, long life!

A NEW PROSPERITY BEYOND THE TIME OF CRISIS.
NEWFOUND HOPE, RESTORED FAITH,
AND OPPORTUNITY FOR THE FUTURE,
BEGINNING TODAY.
THE SCALE OF THE CHALLENGE IS HUGE,
BUT THE AACI IS BIGGER!

Every dollar donated is used to help a person who is sick. Contributions
can be one time or monthly, and in any amount. ♦
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A Word from Bob Wright
Friends, I realize that this
edition of our monthly
newsletter is not what you
expected to see. I also know
that most of us are
bombarded daily by requests
for money to support various
causes – some very worthy,
some not.
The preceding correspondence was put together by our very capable
staff – currently, volunteers who believe with all their hearts in what we
are doing. As a matter of fact, in the five years that we have been
building the infrastructure for this organization, we have never had
anyone on salary.
During that time, we have counseled literally thousands and thousands
of people. No, we don’t tell them what to do – but give them options,
opportunities outside of conventional medicine that really do work. We
tell them exactly what we would do given their particular situation.
We have traveled around the United States for the last three years doing
seminars and outlining what really does work for cancer. We have done
at least 40 of these shows over that time frame. Yes, we’ve been to
Pittsburgh, Tulsa, Omaha, Lincoln, Phoenix, San Antonio, Dayton,
Branson, Jefferson City, El Paso, San Diego, Los Angeles, Seattle, and
others (some, several times). And, no one pays us to do this.
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We reached an agreement with a large private trust late last year for
significant funding. As with most things of this size, it takes time for
the details to be worked out and the payouts to begin. We fully expect
to receive capital for our operations and the beginning of our build-out
this year. This relationship has been a major coup for our organization.
Unfortunately (and you know I always speak my mind), the timing
stinks. We had hoped to be moving forward rapidly at this time.
Continued delays with the trust have set us back. And, although we
continue to help cancer patients (and others) every single day, progress
on our developing campus and day-to-day operations has come to a
literal stand-still. While we are still extremely optimistic about our
future and where we are going, this temporary lack of funding is
discouraging.
You see, throughout these past five years I have met thousands of
people who indicated that they would like to help – both through
volunteering and financially. Sadly and, for whatever reasons, few ever
have. That’s why the trust funding promise had rejuvenated us. When
you have a tendency to buck traditional medicine and treatments like we
do (because we know the truth), many shy away because they fear a
backlash from friends, family, co-workers, companies, etc., who support
the massive “business” that we call Western Medicine. It seems,
though, that there appears to be no problem in writing a check to the
American Cancer Society at year’s end for the tax deduction.
So, as the previous letter exhorts, we need your help right now to bridge
the gap between where we are today and when the trust funds – be it
next week, next month, or next year. And, make it known, that our
survival long-term will be as a result of a true grassroots movement of
the people who put their faith in the tenants of real healing – the real
conventional treatments, therapies, and protocols that are steeped in
organic foods, the right water, supplementation, and detoxification.
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It’s you. No one else. Not your neighbor, your friends, your family –
no just you. If everyone embraces this concept, we will have all the
help we need. And, please hear this and take it to heart. We don’t need
your help tomorrow, we need it today. Right now. For existence
tomorrow is based on survival today. Simply, there is no other way to
put it.
Please consider if you have a place in this thing we call the American
Anti-Cancer Institute. We think you do. We covet your assistance –
and hope and pray it will be immediate.
Yes, we are long past the point of being embarrassed about asking
people for money. We can’t operate without it. You can help. Please
do.
Sincerely,
Bob Wright
Director and Founder
American Anti-Cancer Institute
http://www.americanaci.org/
info@americanaci.org
Author: “Killing Cancer – Not People”
P.S. You can donate directly through our website (above) or send a
check to the AACI, 2525 Broadway – Suite 2304, Everett, WA 98201.
All donations are tax-deductible under paragraph 501©(3) of the
Internal Revenue Code. Our EIN as a tax-deductible charity is 943442051. ♦
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Send check or money order to:
American Anti-Cancer Institute
2525 Broadway, Suite 2304
Everett, WA 98201
Or

WHAT WOULD THE AUTHOR,
BOB WRIGHT, DO IF HE HAD
CANCER? The "Wright Stuff,"
of course!
IN THIS BOOK:
• Read meticulously documented Truth
about the AACI Cancer Paradigm and
what it means for you and your family.

ORDER ONLINE NOW!
Just click HERE!

• Be amazed by doctors
and medical professionals
who know this Truth-some want you to know it,
and some don't... Learn why.
• Learn what you absolutely must do and
stop doing if you have cancer right now, and
what you must do for cancer prevention.
• Understand detoxification and the cancer
diet in plain English.
• Learn about the American Anti-Cancer
Clinic:
situated within a 100-acre plus cancerhealing complex in the Pacific Northwest, to
which cancer victims can come from all over
the world where all their needs will be
met—medical, educational and nutritional,
at less than one tenth the cost of current
cancer care today. We believe that "if we
build it, they will come!"

$22.95 USD
plus $5.00 Shipping/Handling

Or if you prefer to read the book on your
own computer, get our E-book for only
$19.95 USD!
Available in both PDF and Kindle
formats. Click here to order.

This Book represents our "bread and butter"
fundraiser, so we greatly appreciate your
purchase and thank you for supporting the
AACI. $12 of each book is tax deductible as
a donation to the AACI under IRS Code
501© (3).
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